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KASTELAAR FOR YOUR WINTER PASSIONS 

WHITEWHITE PASSION



YOU’RE ARE 
THE CHAMPION



Kastelaar is now able to offer the widest 
ecological collection existing on the market: 
innovative solid wood skis for alpine, free-
skis, cross country, backcountry, monoskis 
and snowboards.
Skiing and surfi ng on the snow with our 
high performance ecological equipement is a 
unique experience, diffi cult to explain.
They were used for two seasons in the F.I.S 
World Cup and in the Freride World Tour 
and in all conditions.
It is therefore not an aesthetic discourse, 
but goes much further: it is trying to 
make you happy and satisfi ed, giving you 

The widest ecological winter collection existing on the market
WHITE PASSION SINCE 1936

maximum pleasure possible in a day on the 
snow in harmony with nature.
Our products are designed to last as long 
as possible and do not follow the logic of 
consumerism.
They wear less than the others and is also 
easy to get them in shape.
Products which are not thrown, but rather 
collect and which are able to offer the same 
performance for a higher number of cycles 
of fatigue of any other similar product on 
the market.
This is the winning philosophy of Kastelaar, 
for Nature and for all of us since 1936.



Innovations
Over twenty innovations and technical solutions 
never applied before in a ski.
The Kastelaar are not limited to be “aesthetic” ski, 
but are rich in content and technological solutions, 
although not particularly visible... structural solu-
tions that minimize the use of polluting auxiliary 
materials...

ECOLOGICAL LIGHT STRONG REPAIRABLE

KASTELAAR SKIS BRIEFLY

Performances
Reduced by 50% vibration than other skis, stability, 
superior grip on all snows, good contact snow-skier 
that translate into speed, fl uidity, safety, reduced muscle 
strain for the same route taken.
In addition to high quality structure in solid wood and 
materials from the aerospace industry, base competition 
and special steel cut edge...

Because they are better than the 
other skis and more? Because you ski 
whit four skis and not two. 
Here is the secret of the Kastelaar (reconfi rmed 
in the laboratory of mechanical engineering). 
From 0 up to 20 degrees the tip does not snow 
engage: (no potential injuries and distorsions 
due to this) and even at 60 degrees has little 
pressure: this always allows to manage the 
curve radius. Skiing is always light and not 
tired. In practice it is always the skier with 
his weight, his technical skill and his way 
of skiing, more or less aggressive, controlling 
and managing  the ski and not the opposite: 
maximum safety and maximum ski control 
with great advantage from the technical point 
of view and physical fatigue.  
As Francesco Canale, alpine guide said: 
“It’s like having two pairs of skis: easy in the 
“easy” and technicale when neaded.  A won-
derful compromise”. 

ecology + design + engineering + tradition for our white and free passions



TEN YEARS TESTED !!!

The Kastelaar have tested for over ten years 
in all snow conditions and temperature 
throughout the Alps. 
They have also been used for months in 
Artic and Norway in extreme conditions 
with temperatures ranging from -40 to -5 
Celsius. 
In both cases, they never reported any pro-
blem or damage and with the maximum 
satisfation of testers (athletes, explorers, ski 
instructors, normal people).
If the wood is always trying to be in equi-
librium with the external environmental 
moisture (the moisture content varies accor-
ding to the season, usually by a 9% to 
16%), in Kastelaar this has no particular 
structural or aesthetic consequences, because 
use of techniques able to minimize such 
variations. If required with normal precau-
tions, the ski dimensional variations (hun-
dredths of a millimeter per centimeter), are 
absolutely negligible and do not affect the 
quality of skiing.

LESS MICROTRAUMA, 
LESS FATIGUE SKIING BETTER

The Kastelaar respect your physical: low 
vibration are the best ally for the pre-
servation of your body reducing the risk 

of microtrauma and make you less tired 
skiing better with greater fl uidity and 
overal performances. 
We have feedback from several people 
before using our skis had, with other 
brands, back pain and knee and, if not 
trained, were very tired. Using our have 
not encountered such pain and physical 
problems, skiing with the same intensity as 
before and with less fatigue. 

MULTIRADIUS

With Kastelaar You’re always deciding 
the turn radius and in the style you 
prefer. You can ski in carving or sliding 
with the same skis! 
Move from a sliding to carving and 
dothe opposite has never been so easy and 
modern thanks to the particular curve of 
the tip. 
Higher security and less risk of distortion 
to your knees, less fatigue for your back.
On the next page we explain why.

MADE TO LAST

The wood has a great resistance to shocks, 
fatigue and vibration over time. Further-
more dents or scratches do not propagate 
as instead happens in composite materials 
such as carbon or glass fi ber. the exposed 
wood of Kastelaar does not allow to 
hide any structural damage Unlike metal 
skis also. It is often said that the metal 
skis after a couple of seasons no longer 
have the same characteristics. It’s true: the 
reason is linked to the fact that the mate-

90% OF WOOD

Wood is a natural carbon fi ber, and is the 
material that most resembles it in nature for 
mechanical characteristics (it contains almost 
70% of carbon.). The wood has indeed 

outstanding mechani-
cal properties able to 
overcome in time and 
in many artifi cial 
materials performance, 
with the advantage 
that it is an 
environmentally frien-
dly material, durable, 
lightweight (for equal 

volume ash weighs 5,7 times less carbon 
fi ber) reliable, non-polluting, easy to work. 
If combined with composite materials and 
processed with cutting-edge technologies, as 
does Kastelaar, to neutralize the weaknesses 
and handle fl ex and twisting in a timely 
manner, then you will fi nd yourself in front 
of an excellent material, new, modern, highly 
advanced and amazing that nothing It has 
to do with the wood idea that you have and 
that will not ski, but fl y!

rial (often plywood) present between the 
plates of the metal ski, is fi rst “toasted” 
to 120 ° during assembly, impairing the 
physical characteristics, so as to “crumble” 
with use and that the same metal (tita-
nal, a tempered aluminium alloy) has a 
very fast decay, signifi cantly higher than 
the wood, on an equal fatigue cycles. So 
actually in the metal skis there is a gre-
ater structural decay, and then of perfor-
mance, even if not visible.

TEST

Pass
ed



NEWCLASSIC

ASPEN 1950 ZENO

KANDAHAR 1949 CELINA

LEO FUTURISTA 1936 FREE CLASSIC

SPECIAL EDITIONS

The passion for skiing isoften born looking a skiing champion, seeing 
his sporting exploits. Who has not dreamed at least once, as a child to 
become like him and maybe win the World Cup or to have his own 
skis? Our skis “Special Edition” will make you not win the Crystal Cup, 
but I can make you feel great emotions for performances and aesthetics. 

NewClassic is the fi rst modern collection classic skis in the market.
We give you the chance to ski with the ski champions of the past as Zeno 
Colo of Celina Seghi saws Leo Gasperl, but with a modern twist and 
safely, again showing your perfect style combined skiing ... or that you 
have never learned because you have been using carving skis. 

The Zeno Colò ski

To mark the centenary of his 
birth in 1920 and Seven-
tieth anniversary of
victories in Aspen in 1950 
Kastelaar has created a Spe-
cial Edition in limited series 
called “Aspen 1950 Zeno.” It 
is a fan tastic solid wood skis 
ash, “classic” aesthetics and 
measures, but modern tech-
nology and materials,
with no visible parts in 
carbon fi ber, Kevlar and 
graphene, specially designed 
in collaboration with the 
grandson of Colo, Francesco 
Serarcangeli.
With Kastelaar “Aspen 
1950 Zeno” you can ski 
on a piece of history: Zeno 
Colo “considered the father 
of alpine skiing, winning 
World Championships and 
Olympic Games, as well as 
the inventor of the position 
“egg”, stillused in the speed 
disciplines . 
The ski has the original 
widths of the winner ski 
in Aspen, but with different 
length (cm 190 cm instead 
of cm 224), so as to allow 
skiing in classic style easily 
and safely, and has been 
chosen for the measurements 
of the ski very center modern 
offers optimal skiing
fi nding himself at ease on all 
types of snow and trail, high 
or low speed, it is stable, 
precise, powerful, with zero 
vibrations. 

Limited Edition.
Height 190 cm 
Sidecut mm 91 - 74 - 85 

The Celina skiing Seghi 

For the birthday of the Snow 
Queen, Celina saws, this 
year on March 6 has made 
one hundred years, Kastelaar, 
designed this modern skiing 
vintage graphic that recalls in 
one of his skis, of course, colo-
red white, His favorite color:  
Kandahar 1949 Celina”. 
Celina Seghi was the only 
athlete in the world who suc-
ceeded in winning diamond 
of the prestigious trophy Kan-
dahar K (the maximum for 
a skier). 
In addition to this amazing 
prize he has racked up 
a number of victories and 
incredible places: from 
bronze in Aspen World 
slalom in 1950 and fourth 
places at the Olympics in 
St. Moritz and Oslo was 25 
times Italian champion and 
climbed some 37 times on 
the podium in international 
competitions.  
The ski that we designed 
resumes the measurements of 
one of the skis used to win the 
Kandahar diamond, but in 
a shorter measurement (cm 
180, instead of cm 200) 
and has a completely wooden 
structure from carbon 
coiaudiuvata, kevlar and 
graphene, with slab and 
competition cut edge. 
One easy but technical skis 
at the same time that allows 
you to ski with classical tech-
nique in all snow conditions 
and trail always with great 
satisfaction.

The Futurist ski winter sports 

With skis was a real god, he 
represented the incarnation in 
skiing the current dynamics of 
Futurism: the fastest skier in the 
world, a champion, a great tech-
nician, an inventor, mechanic, 
bob builder, an esthete of the 
ski, so as to be even a point 
of reference today. Beautiful and 
irresistible charm, photographer, 
male model, actor, fashion desi-
gner, innovative, elegant, brave 
and daring.
He was the coach of Zeno Colo 
and blues, then taught skiing 
at royalty, actors and Hollywood 
stars. The Austrian Leo Gasperl 
opened new horizons to skiing, 
scoring and living as the undispu-
ted protagonist of the golden age 
of winter sports. The “Leo Futu-
rista” is an elegant ski, timeless 
charm, but also able to excite in 
every run, with any snow and 
trail, a bit ‘like him, still able 
to project ourselves in another 
dimension, made sports, aesthetic 
pleasure and good life. 
A mix of classic and modern 
sidecut ski in style wherever you 
want. Solid wood with of carbon, 
graphene, kevlar. In limited edi-
tion. Colors: blue clair, red, 
black, green, bleu. 

Height  190 - 180 -     170 cm 
Sidecut mm 92 - 68 -    84 

Skiing’s golden age
the winter sports 

The classic skiing to ski 
with style on piste, off-piste 
or just telemark. 
Ideal for fantastic perfectly 
controlled drifting and 
hear the sound of the snow 
under your feet. 
Or just to sip a cocktail 
at Moritzino or Cortina 
Faloria. Priceless.

sshhhhhhhhhh

and again
  
ssssshhhhhhhhh

Now it’s time again to 
challenge yourself what you 
want to try more, now that 
you know carve, if you do 
not learn to ski in style, 
enjoying the snow and the 
beauty of nature? 
You’ll hear that strange sen-
sation of learning to ski 
again. 
A mix of classic side cuts 
and high technology. Solid 
wood with carbon fi ber, 
graphene, kevlar. 

In limited edition, 
Height cm 180 -170
mm sidecut 124 - 88-105



LE MONOSKI

CAPRICE DE DIEU

SORCIO VERDE

CARVING SKIS

CARLO SENONER BEBA SCHRANZ

You can ski with great satisfaction with carving skis born from experience 
and the advice of former athletes and great champions like Carlo Senoner 
(Slalom World Champion) and Beba Schranz who support Kastelaar 
philosophy. 

The Monoski”could not miss in the Special Editions of Kaste-
laar.  The Kastelaar Monoski will help you in a different way 
the snow, not only speed, but extreme pleasure of skiing with 
open arms to the world and others. 
It’s time to try new emotions to yourself, not only related to 
the speed of skiing in a different way. 
The Monoski is an idea born in France in 1961 and is 
probably one of the most controversial and fascinating at the 
same “Cult” objects that were invented for fun in the snow. 

The Carlo Senoner ski

For the fi ftieth anniversary 
of the victory in slalom Spe-
cial Portillo in 1966 Kaste-
laar has created a Special 
Edition in limited called 
“Carlo Senoner”.
It is a fantastic solid wood 
skis to ash with parts not 
visible in carbon and kevlar 
specially designed in collabo-
ration with the ski World 
Champion Carlo Senoner.
The Kastelaar “Carlo Seno-
ner” is a suitable ski in every 
situation is characterized by 
the very good stability, ease 
of handling, the pulse that 
creates speed, the driving and 
for the ease of passing from 
one curve to another even in 
the short. It offers optimal 
skiing being at ease on all 
types of snow and trail, lite-
rally fl oating on moves and 
wet snow.
Limited edition, written, 
steel badge and Italian fl ag 
in the back.
Height 169 cm
sidecut 124 mm - 72-108

The skis are available 
only in Selva di Val Gar-
dena at the Hotel Chalet 
Portillo 1966 owned by 
the family Senoner.
A famous Hotel  for hosting 
in addition to the President 
of the Italian Republic, 
great skiing champions: 
Ingemar Stenmark and 
Alberto Tomba.

The Beba Schranz ski

Kastelaar  has produced a 
special edition called “Beba 
Schranz”. 
A tribute that we dedicate 
to Beba, estimated athlete of 
the Italian national team, 
which has given so much to 
skiing and mountains, close 
collaborator of Rolly Marchi, 
as well as a veritable insti-
tution in that Macugnanga, 
worthy representative of all 
women who love the moun-
tains and snow . 
Here his judgment: “These 
skis struck me immediately 
for their light weight enough 
to try an almost physical ple-
asure. Using them I appre-
ciated the sincerity, handling 
and stability: in short rays 
are very funny and precise, 
in large medium and fast 
corners are very stable. When 
skiing impose the constant 
changes of pace I appreciate 
the ease with which allow 
me to switch from one type 
of curve to another.
And I have further and ple-
asantly surprised these days 
that you spent in the mor-
ning ice to snow gear in the 
afternoon, have adapted very 
well to all types of snow, 
I’m so happy and then you 
want to put their beauty, 
simple,elegant, timeless ? “ 
In limited edition, written 
in steel 
Height 159 cm
Sidecut 124 mm - 72-108 

The Caprice de Dieu 
has the most loved forms 
for generations of fans of 
this cult object. 
Enjoy, enjoy, and even 
enjoy, always with open 
arms and mouth. 
The Caprice de Dieu 
has the soft tip and tail 
that supports. Tip large 
before to enter easily in 
ccurve and to fl oat in 
deep snow and narrow 
tail and then you make 
a ssssssshhhhh infi nite.

Sorcio Verde (a italian 
saying which means 
envy) is what you do 
see each other down, 
nothing but Snowboard! 
Modern in side cuts, 
skiing inclinated as 
before you even dreamed 
of doing. 
Let yourself be carried 
safely and enjoy the full 
pleasure that gives you 
this monoski, suitable 
for all snow day 
Soft  tip and tail claims. 

Solid wood, carbon 
fi ber, graphene, kevlar.
Length: 170, 180 



FOR 
ROCKET 
MEN

HOTDOG 175
SQUADRACORSE GS - 185

SQUADRACORSE SL 165

If you do not try you do not 
believe: the SquadraCorse (in 
honor of one big ski-seventies) 
distills the best of modern ski with 
the best qualities of those FIS and 
straight allowing you to always ski 
in safety with great ease, without 
compromise. 
The Dinamic Carving effect pro-
vides an additional edge over 
which the Sport version, is a real 
racing skis.
Ash or Hickory fi nish.
Measurements: 185 cm
Sidecut: mm 96-65-84
(FIS - WC)  cm 195 on request

HotDog is skiing freely and safely 
among the worst bumps and all 
kinds of situations and snow. 
A reactive, technical skiing, but 
easier, with an excellent grip on all 
types of snow, extremely pleasant and 
without vibration. 

Measurements: 175 cm
Sidecut: mm 95-65-84

You only have to think of skiing by 
winning. 
Designed to allow a change 
of telepathic edge at all times. 
At the foot it seems not to have it: 
it is lightweight and well balanced 
between the tip and tail. 
It is easy and technical at the same 
time, solid, a feature common to 
all the great ski. Astonishing fl uidity 
without vibration, which helps to 
save energy and not to tire out, 
allowing you to give the best of your-
selves to the last door or the last curve 
of the day. Very precise and stable in 
all situations, 
in the second part of the curve has a 
natural acceleration, 
progressive and exciting without dea-
dlocks that makes you to ski freely 
and safely in every 
type of track and snow. 

Measurements: 165 cm 
Sidecut: radius > 13 mt.
(conforms F.I.S. WorldCup)



ADRENALINA

QUATTROVALVOLE VERTIGINE BIANCA

STELLA ALPINA

LEPRE BIANCA

ALPINE

Ski chameleon, 
unique on the 
market, thanks to 
the special 
sidecut multi-
beam. 
It arises in a loca-
tion next 
to racecarver 
world.
It is suitable for 
every use 
and every snow 
condition, 
still decided in the 
hall corner 
and smooth 
output.
Height cm 149, 
159, 169
Sidecut mm 
120-66-98

Great high-profi le 
skiing: speed of 
execution and 
particularly high 
stability, edge 
grip, safety in the 
management of 
wide curves, 
always accurate 
and easy to set up.
While being 
inserted into the 
race carver cate-
gory broadly 
embraces the fee-
lings that the real 
skiing giant can 
give.
Walter Galli is in 
fact enthusiastic: 
“A true ski giant, 
which makes you 
feel the snow.”
Height cm 169, 
179, 190
Sidecut: mm 
114-70-99.5

The Vertigine 
Bianca stands out 
for excellent sta-
bility, the han-
dling, the pulse 
that creates speed, 
the driving and 
for the ease of 
passing from one 
curve to another 
even in the short.
It offers optimal 
skiing being at 
ease on all types 
of snow and trail, 
literally fl oating 
on moves and wet 
snow.
A great skiing.
H cm:  159, 169, 
179
mm 124 - 72 - 
108 

Designed for a 
female audience, 
the Stella Alpina 
is the Kastelaar 
ski that stands 
out due to 
excellent stabi-
lity, handling, 
impulse conduc-
tion and the ease 
to switch from 
one to another 
curve.
She is able to 
offer an optimal 
skiing without 
ever putting 
in trouble and 
is at ease on 
all types of snow 
and path, resul-
ting in a ski that 
transmits a lot of 
confi dence.
Height cm 149, 
159, 169
Sidecut mm 
124-72-108 

A new shape generation 
E.C.S. tecnology based. 
Quick and agile as a white 
hare in the snow: a new 
shape generation for ski of 
medium width that is able 
to make a difference in 
any situation with ease, 
relaxed and not tired 
at all. A cocktail of 
solutions perfectly blended 
with each other that make 
you taste the best of skiing: 
technician in hard and 
easy in the soft, maximum 
pleasure! We do what 
you want and always 
with satisfaction and a 
lot of emotions and tireles-
sly mounting ski bindings 
tractional or telemark.
“Lepre Bianca is fast, solid 
on hard snow and easy on 
athers snows”. Great ski!” 
         JEAN 
CLAUDE ELLENA

Ideal also for women 
ski passionate seeking an 
width average ski.

35 cm rocker and camber 
combined with Dynamic 
Effect Spoon tip and tail 
and zero vibrations mean 
large estate, progressive 
and so fl uency in all snow 
conditions, also iced.
Height cm 159, 169, 179
Sidecut mm 124-84-108 



POLVERIERA

1936 ALPINO 90

1936 ALPINO 100

CRISTALLO

FREE

The most tested model of 
our collection in extreme 
situations and always 
with excellent results: easy 
and very reliable

The model most eclectic 
production that directs 
50% alpine and 50% 
off-piste, thanks to the 
generous size of the ski 
that allows excellent buo-
yancy. It confi rms a tech-
nical skiing, for skiers 
different technical level. 
Depending on the mea-
surements can give the 
best of themselves in 
the medium-large or 
medium narrow curves. 
The 178 and 188 is 
chosen by the guides, who 
goes on foot with skins 
and those who dare in 
the mountains.
Height cm 159 cm, 169, 
179. 189
Sidecut mm 132-84 - 
114

The Cristallo is the Kastelaar 
skis designed to be easy and 
not very strenuous, ideal for 
its softness also for women ski 
passionate seeking an width 
average ski and telemark.
With excellent technical con-
tent, pike stands for excellent 
stability, docile handling, 
but also aggressive when 
needed, the impulse conduc-
tion and the easy to switch 
from one to another curve.
Just like a feline. Excellent 
buoyancy on fresh snow 
thanks to the new NACA 
aeronautics profi le, able to 
compete with much larger 
ski.
Height cm 169, 179, 188
Sidecut mm 124 - 99-111
Traditional camber with 
rocker  480 mm front, 350 
mm rear
Weight 179 Pure: 1710 gr 
c.a 

Heir to the legendary 
Alpine 1936, completely 
redesigned and re-enginee-
red the new model earns 
in purity of lines and 
quality of skiing, further 
improved.
Has 35 cm NACA profi le 
rocker and tail slightly 
raised for better support in 
the deep snow. 
Used by many telemarkers 
confi rms a ski equipped 
with excellent quality. It 
offers great comfort and 
is great fun and riescendo 
Readily to accommodate 
the skiing of each.

Height cm 169, 179, 188
Sidecut mm 132-100-124
Weight: 1810 gr c.a ver-
sion Pure

Designed specifi cally for 
telemark in collaboration 
of telemark ski Instructor 
Jean Cloude Ellena, he 
has the same sidecut 1936 
Alpino 100, but it is closer 
to be more suitable for use 
on the ski run. 
The 90 proves to be a 
great skiing, eclectic and 
performance in any situa-
tion and provides good 
buoyancy even off-piste
Excellent stability even on 
hard snow, very stable at 
high speeds, rapid changes 
in, vibration, offers skiers 
a great sense of security.

Height: 169 cm, 179, 188
124 mm sidecut - 90-114
Rocker cm 35
Weight: 1710 gr c.a ver-
sion Pure



NIMBUS 

  

FREE

GHIACCIO LUPO BIANCO

PUNTA NERA

Light enough to go up 
easily, but especially 
rugged adding Kevlar in 
quantity to the pleasure 
of skiing down for real 
and safely. In the moun-
tains safely is paramount 
and it is one thing the 
race, when you are many, 
one thing is the climb 
solo or with friends.
You can not fi nd at 
the top Cevedale at or 
just below the Gran 
Vernel with a broken ski, 
because it did nothing or 
too extreme... do not you 
agree?
Height 164 cm
Sidecut mm 100 - 66-84
traditional Camber
Weight 1080 gr Pure 
version

Nimbus is a real Twin 
Tip skis designed for 
performance and pre-
cision, with maximum 
enjoyment and control 
in every situation, even 
the limit.
Made with the fi nest 
materials to withstand 
extreme stresses and 
large amount of Kevlar.
About to take higher 
and higher fl ight into 
the clouds and land tou-
ching the walls, without 
ever tiring.
Height cm 167, 173, 180
Sidecut mm 
110-84-100
Weight 1540 gr

Exceptional Lupo Bianco 
179 in back country, among 
the best on the market ski, so 
as to have hit every tester. 
Among the trees the 179 
is incredibly smooth thanks 
to the excellent edge grip, 
precise and progressive and 
speed can produce. 
The 190 is appreciated for 
its great stability and 
absence 
of vibrations .
The NACA rocker in the 
tip combined with a slightly 
raised tail allows excellent 
rides and get more support 
in the deep snow. A great 
skiing, easy and by the excel-
lent technical content.
Height cm 169, 179, 190
sidecut mm 142-120-130
Traditional camber with 
rocker front 480 mm, rear 
240 mmm
Weight 179 version Pure: 
2090 gr 

Ski equipped with excellent 
quality, good comfort, great 
fun, intuitive and easy. Also 
suitable for those who have 
never skied off-piste. Depen-
ding on the measures gives the 
best of himself in medium-
large or medium narrow 
curves. It has a good grip edge 
and surprises for its great buo-
yancy also at speeds no higher 
thanks to the NACA profi le 
of the rocker that allows him 
to make the most of its width 
and the ease in changing 
direction, as to be appreciated 
in the paths in the woods.
Height cm 169, 179, 190
Sidecut mm 142-112-128
Traditional camber with 
rocker  480 mm front, 350 
mm rear
Weight 179 version Pure: 
1890 gr 



NORDICO 500RM MUST

NORDICO 460RM SPORT ESPLORATORE ALPINO 

NORDIC 

FRAM

TOURING SKI

A great skiing, light, balanced, 
powerful, a little tiring. made 
scientifi cally for the best per-
formance.
Cedarwood coaudiuvato with 
the least amount of carbon and 
kevlar.
Cold bonding with proprie-
tary epoxy resins for obtaining 
the maximum smoothness and 
vibration reduction.
An enviable power to weight 
ratio that translates into a great 
impulse thanks to the high tor-
sional stiffness that can tran-
sform into cats and make you 
gain meters of meters with the 
same effort.
So exaggerated as to be almost 
pornographic.

Sizes from 185 to 200cm
Weight 460 grams c.a.

Luxury version with color and 
carbon fi ber trim. Excellent qua-
lity teniche and sleek design, 
simple, modern, in 17 colors. 
A great skiing, light, balanced, 
fast, powerful, a little tiring.
Made scientifi cally for the best 
performance. Cedarwood with 
the least amount of carbon and 
kevlar.
Cold bonding with proprietary 
epoxy resins for obtaining the 
maximum smoothness and vibra-
tion reduction.

Sizes from 185 to 200cm
Weight 500 grams c.a.

Balanced, fast, powerful.
Made scientifi cally for the best 
performance. 
Wood with the least amount of 
carbon fi ber and kevlar.
Cold bonding with proprietary 
epoxy resins for obtaining the 
maximum smoothness and 
vibration reduction.

Sizes  180, 190 cm
ski widh: mm  74
cut edge mm 2
Ash or Hickory wood fi niture

The Kastelaar Fram are identi-
cal in structure to those used in 
the winter Arctic for a month 
and 600 km from Russia to 
Norvay with the exception of 
the tip which in those skis were 
replaceable in case of breakage.
The Fraam is a ski that has 
actually proven to be the Land 
Rover Arctic. Do we really think 
a ski so is suffi cient for all your 
adventure. Radical.

Ash wood, carbon, kevlar, 
graphene
Sizes  180, 190, 200 cm
Ski widh: mm  74
Cut edge mm 2



VISIONARY 01 PRO-S

SNOW BOARD

In solid wood, combined whith carbon and 
graphene, inserted in a timely manner in order 
to better manage torsion and fl ex through the 
use of CAD parametric fi nite elements. 
The (DinamicSpoon) of the tip allows crazy 
surfi ng. It has a fl oating capacity that will strike 
you as the speed it is able to generate thanks 
to the N.A.C.A.: more lift as soon as the tip 
tends to go down, minimum friction and there-
fore very fast in normal conditions. Snowboard 
without vibrations at high speeds, stable, sensi-
tive and precise, technical but easy. Elements 
that translate into a very high range of use. 
It demonstrates harmonic 
in every phase of the curve, without dead spots, 
allowing great fl uidity of the action. 
Soft toe structure that progressively stiffens both 
longitudinally and laterally 
and structured tail that supports and at the 
same time accompanies the curve. 

Kastelaar snowboards are born to offer enthusiasts fantastic sensations. 
The range is currently composed of two models, both designed for off-piste 
use. What is the most obvious difference compared to the other tables?  The 
softness and the absence of vibrations caused 
by the solid ash wood with graphene and carbon fi ber to reduce the torsion. 
There is no dead point along the whole curve and in the edge change and 
at the same time precision and stability, aspects which in turn translate 
into an unparalleled and exciting fl uidity of action. 

VISIONARY 02 PRO-S

Large surface area and the tip’s 
dynamic spoon assure great 
buoyancy. which will strike you 
as the speed that it is able to 
generate thanks to the N.A.C.A.:
greater lift as soon as the tip 
tends to go down, minimum 
friction and therefore very fast 
in normal conditions. 
A minimal amount of carbon 
and graphene has been added 
to solid wood in order to better 
manage torsion and fl ex, all 
studied using c.a.d. parametric 
fi nite elements. 
Soft structure at the tip that progres-
sively stiffens both longitudinally 
and laterally (DinamicSpoon) and 
with a structured 
and wide tail for long and fast turns. 
Also this board is vibration-free at 
high speeds, stable and precise, tech-
nical but still easy with a very high 
range of use. 



PASSION VINTAGE / COLOR  / HICKORY

PURE

CARBON

CARBON COLOR

PASSION SUPERVINTAGE

BICOLOR

CARBON BICOLOR

CARBON SUPERVINTAGE

Color serie speciale

VERSIONI ESTETICHE MUST

VERSIONI ESTETICHE

Color serie speciale

Color serie speciale

VERSIONI 
TECNICHE

NOR AL SPORT S UA RACORSE

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

CARBON 
CO ORT

SI

SI

SI

MUST VERSIONS Acciaio - Steel
or Dipinto a mano - Hand Painted

Color serie speciale

SPORT
CARBON
COM ORT

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

SI

CARBON /
SPORT CARBON

PASSION  / COLOR/
HICKORY INISH 

CARBON COLOR / C H
SPORT CARBON COLOR/

S  C  HICKORY INISH

MUST 
PERSONALI ED

ESEMPI SOLUZIONI ESTETICHE
EXEMPLES AESTETIC SOLUTIONS

 PURE  SPORT
VERSION ON RE UEST 

CARBON COM ORT 

SCEGLI COME TI PIACE
CHOOSE HOW YOU LIKE IT

YOUR SKI

CHOOSE YOUR COMBINATION

Pure
exposed wood, excellent performance, surface 
treatment with epoxy and an invisible layer 
of glass fi ber for a greater protection against 
shocks and subsequent hands hand dates 
brush with a special paint ski.
Carbon Comfort
aggressive and modern appearance date from 
the tip of carbon and better comfort by 
making greater use of kevlar. This model, on 
request, you can have without carbon part 
aesthetic, but always with the same technical 
caracteristics
Passion
the Kastelaar ski old, the wood pure, for 
those seeking the pleasure and not the perfor-
mance at all costs. A ski that pays for natural 
and aesthetic sensations and will age you.
Sport
The Kastelaar ski designed to deliver maxi-
mum performance and sensations, especially 
at high speeds. 
A racing. Greater torsional stiffness, possible 
(depending on the model) longitudinal stiff-
ness, further improved stability, the almost 
total absence of vibrations. Model suitable 
for people with physical and or weight than 
the average.

Acciaio / SteelDipinto a mano /Hand Painted

MUST

All colors / Hand 
Painted

SupervintageColor - Bicolor

SCEGLI COME TI PIACE
CHOOSE HOW YOU LIKE IT

EASY TO HAVE KASTELAAR PRODUCTS

You can have your ski or any other 
Kastelaar product with great simplicity 
and directly to your home. 
We remind you that there are discounts 
for the second product purchased and 
for those who have already purchased a 
pair of skis, they have a 10% discount 
on all subsequent products. There are 
no such option in the online store.
The cost of transport, unless indicated, 
is alreadyincluded in the price and is 
valid throughout Europe. 

Sport Carbon
the performance of a Kastelaar Sport combi-
ned with aggressive modern aesthetics and 
comfort features of the carbon structure.
Superlight
particularly light version proposed for freeride 
skiing. Solution for skialp and want lighter. 
Although still robust it instead of the standard 
appears to be structurally lower and not suita-
ble for particularly demanding or dangerous 
descents. Are used for the purpose of wood 
varies essence and assembled with the same 
techniques used to build the wooden boats.
Extreme Superlight
lightened structure of the ski and at the same 
time strengthened by greater use of carbon 
and Kevlar. The structure is approaching to 
the standard of that wood, but not for the 
number of cycles of fatigue over time. Are 
used for the purpose of wood varies essence 
and assembled with the same techniques used 
to build the wooden boats.

Each version, both aesthetic and perfor-
mance, can be ordered in Ash wood or 
Hickory fi nish. The Superligth versions 
instead are made with various wood type.

We ship all over the world.
It is enough that yousend us an 
e-mail telling us your telephone number 
to contact you or you cansend us a mes-
sage to the following number ONLY 
through SMS or Whatapp (the number 
does not accept phone calls). 
We contact you, we advise you on the 
model, deciding every aspect , also the 
payment method you prefer. 
So what are you waiting for? 
Do it now! 

We have different payment solutions. 
We prefer bank transfers, but you can 
also pay by credit card and paypal. 
There is also the possibility to pay 
online directly without contacting us, 
but it could be that you could lose the 
discounts on the price on different occa-
sions. 

                                                                Order and Payment: before contact us
   

info@kastelaar.com                 WHATAPP or SMS: (0039)  377 230 86 52ONLY:

Must
customized aesthetics skis with inserts specially 
created steel and / or wood pieces of various colors or 
handpaint. A unique ski, designed with you, for you.



SPECIAL EDITIONS
NewClassic skis           Euro      990
Aspen 1950 Zeno 
Kandahar 1949 Celina
Leo Futurista
Kastelaar 1936
Kastelaar1936 Must  from Euro 1590 

NewClassic skis           Euro    1390
Carlo Senoner         
Beba Schranz           

LeMonoski             Euro      790
Caprice de Dieu
Sorcio Verde

SQUADRACORSE
Pure Ash              Euro  1090
Hickory Color              Euro  1090
Carbon Comfort           Euro  1180
Carb. Comf. Hick.        Euro  1260
Sport Ash                      Euro  1280
Sport Hickory               Euro  1360
Sport ProRace              Euro  1450
Sport ProRace Hick.     Euro  1450
Racing (personalized)      from Euro  1590
Balistic Protection           Euro      50

HOTDOG
Pure Ash              Euro    990
Hickory Color              Euro  1090
Carbon Comfort           Euro  1180
Carb. Comf. Hick.        Euro  1260
Sport Ash                      Euro  1280
Sport Hickory               Euro  1360
Sport ProRace               Euro  1450
Sport ProRace Hick.      Euro  1450
Must         from  Euro  1590
Balistic Protection           Euro      50 

QUATTROVALVOLE
Pure Ash               Euro    790
Hickory Color               Euro    970
PassionVintage                Euro  1090
Carbon Comfort            Euro    990
Carb. Comf. Hick.         Euro  1170
Sport Ash                       Euro  1190
Sport Hickory                Euro  1240
Sport Carbon Comf.      Euro  1350
Sport Carb. C. Hick.     Euro  1450
Must                     from Euro  1590 
(Steel, Supervintage, Bicolor, Carbon
Color, Carbon Bicolor, Hand Painted) 

ADRENALINA / VERTIGINE 
BIANCA / STELLA ALPINA
Pure Ash               Euro    790
Hickory Color               Euro    970
PassionVintage                Euro  1090
Carbon Comfort            Euro    990
Carb. Comf. Hick.         Euro  1170
Sport Ash                       Euro  1190
Sport Hickory                Euro  1240
Sport Carbon Comf.      Euro  1350
Sport Carb. C. Hick.      Euro  1450
Must                      from Euro  1590 
(Steel, Supervintage, Bicolor, Carbon
Color, Carbon Bicolor, Hand Painted)

LEPRE BIANCA
Pure Ash               Euro    790
Hickory Color               Euro    970
Passion Vintage              Euro    990
Must                      from Euro  1590 
(Steel, Supervintage, Bicolor, Carbon
Color, Carbon Bicolor, Hand Painted) 

POLVERIERA
Pure Ash               Euro    790
Hickory Color               Euro    970
PassionVintage               Euro   1090
Sport Ash                       Euro  1190
Sport Hickory                Euro  1240
Superlight                       Euro  1190
Extreme Superlight        Euro  1240
Must                      from  Euro 1590 
(Steel, Supervintage, Bicolor, Carbon 
Color, Carbon Bicolor, Hand Painted) 

1936 ALPINO 90 / 100 MM
Pure Ash               Euro   790
Hickory Color               Euro   970
PassionVintage               Euro  1090
Sport Ash                       Euro 1190
Sport Hickory                Euro 1240
Superlight                      Euro  1190
Extreme Superlight         Euro 1240
Must                     from  Euro 1590 
(Steel, Supervintage, Bicolor, Carbon
Color, Carbon Bicolor, Hand Painted)

CRISTALLO / GHIACCIO / 
LUPO BIANCO
Pure Ash                Euro   790
Hickory Color                Euro   970
PassionVintage                 Euro 1090
Sport Ash                        Euro 1190
Sport Hickory                 Euro 1240
Superlight                       Euro 1190
Extreme Superlight         Euro 1240
Must                      from  Euro 1590 
(Steel, Supervintage, Bicolor, Carbon
Color, Carbon Bicolor, Hand Painted) 

PUBLIC PRICES LIST   2020-2021

PUNTA NERA
Pure Ash                Euro   790
Hickory Color                Euro   970
Carbon Comfort             Euro   990
Carb. Comf. Hick.          Euro 1170
Sport Ash                        Euro 1190
Sport Hickory                 Euro 1240
Superlight                       Euro 1190
Extreme Superlight         Euro 1240
Balistic Protection light    Euro     70

NIMBUS
Pure Ash                Euro   790
Hickory Color                Euro   970
Sport Ash                        Euro 1190
Sport Hickory                 Euro 1240
Balistic Protection            Euro      50

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
Nordico 460RM Sport
Disponibile per tecnica libera e classica.
Available for free and classic technique

   Pure             Euro    490
   Passion             Euro    570
   Carbon Comfort         Euro    620
   Sport                       Euro    690

Nordico 500RM
Disponibile per tecnica libera e classica.

Available for free and classic technique. 
   Must      Euro     990
   Sport Ash                  Euro   1190
   Sport Hickory  Euro   1240

TOURING SKIS
Esploratore Alpino Euro      690
     Must   Euro      990
Fram                 Euro      990
Fram Survival   Euro    1360

SNOWBOARDS
Visionary 01 PRO-S
Pure    Euro    490
Passion   Euro    590
Carbon  Euro    690

Visionary 01 PRO-S
Pure    Euro    490
Passion   Euro    590
Carbon  Euro    690



KASTELAARISSNOW 

VICENZA - ITALIA info@kastelaar.com   kastelaar.com

the natural choice to live your passions since 1936




